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Using Corrective Line Switching
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Abstract—This paper considers line switching as a remedial ac-
tion to mitigate the geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) in
large-scale power systems. The algorithm uses linear sensitivity
analysis to find the best switching strategy which minimizes the
GIC-saturated reactive power loss. Furthermore, the coupling be-
tween the ac power flow solution and the GIC flows is modeled and
heuristic strategies are designed to maintain the system security
measures in terms of both GICs and ac power flow. Finally, the
computational complexity of the algorithm is analyzed for large-
system implementations. To reduce the complexity, the critical lines
are identified through the sensitivity analysis and the calculations
are performed only on the reduced system. The effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm is demonstrated through numerical results us-
ing a small 20-bus test case as well as large power systems.

Index Terms—Geomagnetically induced currents (GICs), line
switching, transformer reactive power loss, transmission system
analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

S
OLAR coronal holes and coronal mass ejections can disturb

the Earth’s geomagnetic field. These geomagnetic distur-

bances (GMD) in turn induce electric fields which drive low

frequency currents in the transmission lines. These geomag-

netically induced currents (GICs) can cause increased harmonic

currents and reactive power losses by causing transformers half-

cycle saturation. This may cause voltage instability by a com-

bination of two means. First, the increased transformer reactive

power losses may lead directly to voltage instability. Second,

the harmonic currents might cause relay misoperation and un-

intended disconnection of the reactive power providers such as

static VAR compensators [1]–[4].

The negative impacts of GMDs have motivated the US gov-

ernment to improve their understanding of GMDs and prepare

the bulk power system for potential events [5], [6]. Several tech-

niques have been investigated in the literature to mitigate GMDs

[7], [8]. One technique is to install GIC blocking devices with

the capacitive circuits at the transformer neutral. If placed at
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proper locations, this technique can reduce the GIC-saturated

reactive power loss [9], [10]. Installing a capacitor in the neutral

may compromise the ground fault detection system or cause

insulation hazards and safety risks. Possible solutions to reduce

such risks are using parallel resistors or spark gaps, vacuum

switching or interrupting the protection circuit [11], [12]. The

tradeoff among these solutions envolves complexity, bulkiness

and deployment cost. Series capacitors [10], polarizing cells

[13], and neutral linear resistance [13], [14] are other types of

blocking devices investigated in literature for GMD mitigation.

Line switching has been studied as an effective control strat-

egy to improve power system reliability [15]–[18]. Line outage

distribution factors (LODFs) are utilized in [19] to rank the

candidate switching actions. Similar types of sensitivity fac-

tors have been employed in [20] and [16] to determine the best

switching actions. In general, line switching can modify the

network-wide flows so that the overloads and voltage violations

are relieved. Using the same concept, the GIC flows could be

redirected through line switching to reduce the negative im-

pacts. To the best of our knowledge, GMD mitigation through

topology control has not been investigated in literature so far.

The existing GIC mitigation programs focus only on the dc

analysis of the system and reducing the GIC flows. However,

the ac power flow solution is coupled with the GIC flows and it

is desired that the mitigation framework integrates some aspects

of the ac analysis along with the already existing dc ones. This

is especially important when line switching or series capacitors

are considered as the control action. Line switching changes the

ac flows and if not performed correctly, may cause overloads

and voltage violations. An effective GMD mitigation should

properly model the effect of GICs on the ac power flow solution

and develop a strategy that provides sufficient security measures

in terms of both GIC flows and ac analysis.

In this paper, topology control is considered as a remedial

action to protect the network from GMDs. Similar to the con-

ventional LODFs, transformer LODFs (TLODFs) are defined as

the sensitivity of the transformer GIC-saturated reactive power

loss to line outages. An iterative algorithm is developed to find

the best line switching strategy which minimizes the total GIC-

saturated loss based on TLODFs. Opening a line changes the

topology and the algorithm requires updating the TLODFs in

each iteration. This is computationally expensive and may not

be practical for large-systems implementations. To reduce the

complexity, the critical lines are identified based on the initial

TLODFs and the line selection strategy is applied to only those

lines. Finally, the coupling between the ac power flow solution
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and the GIC flows are modeled and proper heuristics are de-

veloped to maintain sufficient ac-related security measures. The

effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated through numeri-

cal results using a small 20-bus test case, a medium-size 150-bus

system, and finally a large 2000-bus case.

The paper is organized as follows: The GIC model is intro-

duced in Section II and solving power flow including GICs is

described in Section III. The proposed line selection algorithm

is presented in Section IV. Section V demonstrates the pro-

posed technique through numerical results. Section VI presents

a conclusion and direction for future work.

II. GIC MATRIX

To calculate the voltage potential induced on the transmission

line, the E-field is integrated over the length of the line. Assum-

ing uniform E-field, the DC voltage on the line between bus n

and m is expressed in:

Vnm = EN LN
nm + EE LE

nm (1)

where LN
nm and LE

nm denote the northward and eastward dis-

tances of the line (n, m); and EN and EE are the northward and

eastward E-fields, respectively. The induced voltages are con-

verted to the dc current injections through Norton Equivalent,

and the total current injections are derived from Kirchhoff’s

current law (KCL) [3], [9]. The vector of current injections is

obtained by putting all the current injections together as given

by I = HE where H depends on the length, orientation, and

resistance of the lines [21].

To obtain the GIC flows, stack the dc voltage Vn at any bus

or substation neutral in V := [V1 , . . . , VN ]T , which follows the

dc power flow model as

V = G−1I = G−1HE (2)

where matrix G is similar to the bus admittance matrix except

that it only captures the conductance values and is modified to

include the substation grounding resistances. The size of the

matrix is (N + S) × (N + S) where S is the number of sub-

stations and the additional rows/columns model the grounding

resistances. Note that Vn is the dc node voltage, different from

the induced line voltage Vnm . The GIC flow between any two

nodes is given by

IT
nm = gnm (Vn − Vm ) (3)

where gnm is the (n, m)-th entry of the matrix G.

A. GIC-Saturated Reactive Power Loss

The GIC passing through the transformer increases its reac-

tive power loss. A simplified model is presented in [4] which

relates the additional GIC-saturated reactive power loss (GRPL)

to the effective GICs as expressed in:

QGIC = KV puIGIC (4)

where QGIC is the GRPL. K is the transformer loss coefficient

which mostly depends on the core type, e.g., single phase, three-

legged three phase and five-legged three phase. This parameter

may be calculated by simplifiying the tranformer magnetizing

curve into linear segments and determing the slope and knee

point of each segment [22]. V pu is the ac voltage magnitude

of the transformer’s high-voltage side. Note that obtaining this

value requires the ac power flow solution. The voltage profile

of the base case or a flat voltage profile may be used instead

to decouple the GIC-saturated loss from the ac analysis and

simplify the calculations. Any reference to losses throughout

the paper indicates the GIC-saturated reactive power loss.

IGIC is the effective GIC and is calculated based on the trans-

former type and winding configuration. For a grounded wye-

delta transformer, IGIC is simply the current in the grounded

coil. For transformers with multiple grounded windings

(-autotransformers), the effective current is a function of the

current in both coils as expressed in [23]:

IGIC =
aIH + IL

α
(5)

where IH and IL are respectively the per phase dc current pass-

ing through the high side winding (-series winding) and low

side winding (-common winding) and α is the transformer turn

ratio. Calculating IH and IL from (3), the effective current at

transformer t is given by:

IGIC
t = gsh(Vh − Vs) +

1

α
gsl(Vl − Vs) (6)

where h and l are the high and low side bus nodes for transformer

t, and s is its substation node. Concatenating (6) across all

transformers gives rise to:

IGIC = ΦV = ΦG−1HE (7)

where Φ is a T × (N + S) matrix with the (t, m)-th entry given

by

Φtm :=

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

«

⎪

⎪

⎪

¬

gsm , if m = h

αgsm , if m = l

−gsh − αgsl , if m = s

0, otherwise.

(8)

and T is the number of transformers.

B. Effect of Line Switching on GIC Flows

Next, the effect of opening a line on the GIC flows is studied.

Opening line (n, m) modifies the G matrix by deducting the

terms related to the disconnected pairs:

G ← G − gnm enm eT
nm (9)

where vector enm of length N has all zero entries except for the

n-th and m-th being +1 and −1, respectively. Similarly, the H

matrix is modified by

H ← H − enm [LN
nm , LE

nm ] (10)

Opening a line does not affect the Φ matrix. Opening multiple

lines requires updating G and H successively for each opened

line.

III. POWER FLOW SOLUTION INCLUDING GICS

To solve power flow including the GICs, the GIC-saturated

reactive power loss of each transformer is modeled as a constant
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current source. Adding these current sources changes the reac-

tive power injections at the high voltage side of the transformers

by:

Qi ← Qi − KV
pu
i IGIC

i (11)

where Qi is the reactive power injection at bus i. The power

balance equations are nonlinear and the most common technique

for solving them is Newton-Raphson solution. This technique

uses the first order Taylor series to linearize the power balance

equations as expressed in:
[

∆θ

∆|V|

]

= −J−1

[

∆P

∆Q

]

(12)

where ∆P (-∆Q) is the vector containing all the real (-reactive)

power imbalances and J is Jacobian matrix defined as:

J =

£

¤

¤

¥

∂∆P

∂∆θ

∂∆P

∂∆|V|

∂∆Q

∂∆θ

∂∆Q

∂∆|V|

¦

§

§

¨

(13)

The algorithm starts with an initial guess, uses (12) to up-

date the states in each iteration and continues the process until

the power mismatches are smaller than a threshold. Adding the

GIC-related constant current sources modifies the entries of the

Jacobian that correspond to the partial derivative of the reactive

power to voltage magnitudes of the same bus:

∂∆Qi

∂∆|Vi |
←

∂∆Qi

∂∆|Vi |
− KIGIC

i (14)

The other entries of the Jacobian matrix stay unchanged.

IV. ITERATIVE LINE SWITCHING ALGORITHM

The transformer heating during GMDs is caused by a combi-

nation of increased GIC-saturated reactive power loss and har-

monics. Both factors are directly related to the effective GICs

on the transformer. In this section, an iterative algorithm is

proposed which reduces the transformer heating through mini-

mizing the GIC-saturated reactive power loss. The principles of

the algorithm is presented in the following, techniques to reduce

the computational complexity are designed in Section IV-A and

heuristic strategies are incorporated in Section IV-B to provide

sufficient ac-related security measures.

The transformer LODF (TLODF) can be expressed as:

TLODF = [sij ] =
[

Q
GIC,(j )
i − Q

GIC,(0)
i

]

, i ∈ T, j ∈ L

(15)

where sij is the variation of GIC-saturated loss at transformer

i caused by opening line j, Q
GIC,(j )
i is the GIC-saturated loss

at transformer i when line j is opened and Q
GIC,(0)
i is the

initial loss. An analytical technique may be developed to derive

TLODFs as a function of the network parameters. Alternatively,

one can follow the sensitivity definition to calculate the TLODFs

as described in Algorithm 1. L in the algorithm is the number

of lines.

Algorithm 1: Determining the TLODF.

1: procedure Determining the TLODF

2: Calculate the initial GIC-saturated loss at each

transformer, QGIC,(0)

3: for 1 ≤ n ≤ L do

4: Open line n

5: Calculate the GIC-saturated loss at each

transformer, QGIC,(n)

6: Calculate the nth column of the TLODF matrix

by QGIC,(n) − QGIC,(0)

7: Close line n

8: end for

9: end procedure

Algorithm 2: Iterative Line Selection.

1: procedure Selecting Best Lines to Open

2: for 1 ≤ m ≤ M do

3: Calculate TLODFs

4: Calculate QT from TLODF

5: Find the line with lowest QT and open that line.

6: end for

7: end procedure

TLODFs are used to identify the best line switching strat-

egy that minimizes the GIC-saturated loss. The total loss re-

duced from opening a line is obtained by taking the sum of

TLODF matrix along the corresponding column. Let QT =
Sum(TLODF, 2) be the sum of the TLODF matrix along the

columns. The best lines are obtained by sorting QT in descend-

ing order and selecting the lines with the lowest QT values.

Similar to LODFs, TLODFs consider single line outages.

The TLODF for multiple-line outages is not equal to the sum of

the single-line TLODFs of the corresponding lines. The notion

of generalized LODF was introduced in [24] which considers

multiple-line LODFs. A similar concept may be considered for

TLODF and analytical techniques can be developed to calculate

multiple-line TLODFs. A rather simple approach for calculating

TLODFs under multiple-line outages is to consecutively open

one line and calculate the single-line TLODFs for the new sys-

tem until all the desired lines are opened. The line switching

algorithm can thus be improved using a similar approach. First,

the TLODF is calculated and the best line to be opened is se-

lected accordingly. Next, the TLODF matrix is calculated for the

new system and the second line to be opened is selected. This

process is repeated until the number of opened lines reaches

a user-defined threshold, M . This technique is presented in

Algorithm 2.

A. Reducing the Computational Complexity

The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is

O(LMT ) where L is the number of lines, M is the maximum

number of lines that can be opened and T is the computation time

for solving for GIC flows. The number of lines for a power grid is

typically slightly larger than the number of buses. Solving GIC
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Algorithm 3: Fast Iterative Line Selection.

1: procedure Selecting Best Lines to Open

2: Initialize the number of opened lines, m to zero.

3: while m ≤ M do

4: Calculate full TLODFs.

5: Calculate QT from TLODF.

6: Find the critical lines from QT .

7: for 1 ≤ c < Udo

8: Update TLODFs for critical lines.

9: Update QT of critical lines.

10: Find the line with lowest QT and open it.

11: m = m + 1.

12: if m ≤ M then

13: Break

14: end if

15: end for

16: end while

17: end procedure

flows requires calculating the inverse of G and then multiplying

it by Φ. G is a sparse matrix roughly in the order of O(N 2) and

the computation time of taking its inverse is O(N 2.2) [25]. Φ

is a sparse matrix of roughly the same order and multiplying it

by G−1 requires O(N 2+O(1)) [26].

To reduce the running time, first, the TLODF matrix is cal-

culated and QT is calculated for each line by taking the sum

of the TLODF matrix over its columns. The first C lines in the

sorted list are selected as critical lines and are investigated for

further analysis. C is a user-defined parameter which controls

the complexity. After selecting the critical lines, the iterative

line selection algorithm is applied to only these lines; i.e., the

TLODFs are calculated for only the critical lines and the op-

timal lines are obtained based on the QT values. The critical

lines may be updated after each U iterations by recalculating

the full TLODF matrix. U is again a user-defined parameter

which controls the computation time. Some insights on how to

select suitable C and U values are presented later through sim-

ulation. Details of the fast line selection algorithm are presented

in Algorithm 3.

Parallel computing may be used to further reduce the run-

ning time. The columns of the TLODF matrix can be calcu-

lated in parallel which reduces the running time by the order

of the number of processors. Another approach to improve the

computational complexity is to take advantage of the small net-

work modification in computing the inverse of G. Instead of

computing the full G−1 each time a line is opened, it could

be calculated just once for the base case and then be derived

from the base case through rank-1 update in O(N) or O(N 2)
computations. The switching design procedure would probably

be performed off-line, and therefore the computational com-

plexity is not very critical. However, it may be desired to per-

form the analysis in real-time as the switching strategy depends

on the state of the system, e.g., induced E-field and ac line

flows (dependency on the ac flows will be explained in the next

subsection).

Algorithm 4: Power Flow Solution Check.

1: procedure Find the Line with Power Flow Solution

2: for 1 ≤ c < Cdo

3: Open Line c in the sorted list.

4: Calculate the Y-bus for the new System.

5: if new Y-bus is full rankthen

6: Return line c.

7: end if

8: Close line c.

9: end for

10: end procedure

B. Incorporating AC Analysis Into the Algorithm

Opening a line changes the structure of the Jacobian matrix

and the new system may not have a power flow solution. The

line selection algorithm should guarantee that the switching

strategy provides a power flow solution. One possible procedure

to ensure this is as follows: The algorithm starts with the fist line

in the sorted list. The candidate line is opened and the Y-bus of

the new system is calculated. If the new Y-bus is full rank, the

candidate line is selected. If not, it is discarded and the second

line in the sorted list is considered as the new candidate. The

process is continued until a line that provides a full-rank Y-bus

is found as detailed in Algorithm 4. This process is performed

instead of step five in Algorithm 2 or step 10 in Algorithm 3.

Note that calculating the new Y-bus after opening a line is not

computationally expensive as it can be derived from the initial

Y-bus in negligible computational time.

Factors other than TLODFs may be used as a criterion for

selecting the best lines. The power system experiences reactive

power shortage during GMDs and reducing the GIC reactive

loss is desired. However, opening a line changes the AC flows

in the system and may compromise the system security. Hence,

a meaningful line selection algorithm should consider some

aspects of the ac analysis along with the already existing GIC

related criterion (GIC-saturated loss). Motivated by this, the

AC line flow may be considered as an additional criterion for

selecting the best lines:

Fi =
QT

i

P̄i

(16)

where P̄i is the flow on line i. F is calculated for all the lines

and the line with the highest absolute value of F is selected

in each iteration. This criterion selects the line that reduces the

GIC-saturated loss more and also has lower AC flow on it. Note

that the ac flows change at each iteration and hence ac power

flow needs to be solved to update them. This adds complexity to

the algorithm and increases the running time. The ac flows may

be updated after several iterations as opposed to every single

iteration to reduce the running time associated with solving

power flow. Moreover, the algorithm may be performed offline

as part of the system planning in which case the running time

would not be a constraint.

A voltage violation index may be defined to speculatively

evaluate the resultant security of the system after executing the

line switching scheme. The total amount of voltage violation is
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calculated by:

V min
i ≤ Vi ≤ V max

i

SV =
∑

i

max{0, Vi − V max
i , V min

i − Vi} (17)

where Vi is the per unit voltage magnitude at bus i. V min
i =

0.95 pu and V max
i = 1.05 pu are typically considered in relia-

bility studies and hence are used in this paper.

C. Line Switching Strategy Through Exhaustive Search

The iterative line switching algorithm is computationally effi-

cient and scalable to larger systems; however, its solution is not

optimal. The problem of finding multiple best lines is simplified

to finding the single best line in each iteration. This provides the

local optimum and not necessarily the global one. Moreover, the

procedure to guarantee the power flow solution is naive and the

algorithm may fail to find the existing feasible actions that can

provide power flow solutions. Examples of such corner cases

will be shown later. For smaller systems, alternative approaches

may be used which are more computationally expensive, yet pro-

vide a better solution. A greedy algorithm applicable to small

systems is described below:

Let M be the maximum number of lines that can be opened

and L be the number of lines. All distinct ways of selecting

M lines from L lines are considered, i.e.,
(

L
M

)

combinations.

For each candidate action, the selected lines are opened, the

GICs for the new system are calculated and the resulting loss is

obtained. The combinations are sorted based on their associated

losses, and the action which provides the lowest loss is chosen

as the best action. For a large system, the number of possible

combinations is huge and performing exhaustive search is not

practical. To address this, the search can be narrowed down by

finding the critical lines and performing the exhaustive search

on only those lines. The critical lines are identified based on

the TLODFs and the QT values. This reduces the running time

from
(

L
M

)

to
(

L
C

)

where C is the number of critical lines.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the algorithm is applied to systems of varying

sizes and its performance is evaluated through numerical results.

A. 20-Bus System

First, the 20-bus system in [27] is investigated with the one-

line diagram shown in Fig. 1. An electric field with the mag-

nitude of 8V/km and the orientation of 124◦ N is enforced to

the system. This orientation results in the largest GICs for the

system and hence is considered for the analysis. The line selec-

tion algorithm is utilized to minimize the GIC-saturated loss. A

combination of TLODFs and ac line flows is considered as the

selection criteria as proposed in (16). The selected lines in each

iteration and the resulting total loss are presented in Table I. The

algorithm is terminated after the third step since opening any

of the remaining lines results in an ill-conditioned Jacobian and

no power flow solution. The running time of the algorithm is

0.29 seconds and it includes the ac power flow solution at each

Fig. 1. One-line diagram of the 20-bus system in [27].

TABLE I
LINE SWITCHING SOLUTIONS OBTAINED FROM THE ITERATIVE ALGORITHM

FOR THE 20-BUS SYSTEM

Order Opened Line (To Bus, From Bus) Total Loss

0 − 19.68
1 (4,5)-First line 18.16
2 (4,5)-Second line 15.24
3 (4,6) 12.34

Running Time: 0.29 s

TABLE II
LINE SWITCHING SOLUTIONS OBTAINED FROM THE EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH FOR

THE 20-BUS SYSTEM

Number of Action Opened Line Total Running
Opened Lines Number (To Bus, From Bus) Loss (pu) Time (s)

2 1 (6,15), (6,15) 13.39 1.61
2∗ (4,5), (4,5) 15.24

3 1 (4,5), (6,15), (6,15) 12.10 8.49
2∗ (4,5), (4,5), (4,6) 12.34

4 1 (4,5), (4,6), (6,15), 11.56 30.43
(17,20)

5 1 (4,5), (4,6), (6,15), 10.66 78.94
(16,20), (17,20)

iteration. The computations are performed on a Dell XPS 8900

system with Intel core i7, 16GB RAM.

Next, the iterative algorithm is compared with the exhaus-

tive search. Table II presents the best actions obtained from

the exhaustive search when the number of opened lines, M ,

changes from two to five. Power flow is solved for all the pos-

sible combinations in the exhaustive search and the ones with

non-promising ac solutions are ignored. The running times pre-

sented in the table includes the running time of solving the power

flows. For M = 2 and M = 3, the second best action found by

the exhaustive search is the same as the one obtained from the

iterative algorithm (shown by ∗ in the table). This indicates that

the solution from the iterative algorithm is very close to the

optimal solution. For M = 4 and M = 5, the exhaustive search

still manages to find feasible solutions, unlike the iterative algo-

rithm that terminates at the third iteration. This shows that the

procedure to find feasible actions with power flow solutions is

naive and there might be corner cases that the iterative algorithm

fails to find.
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Fig. 2. One-line diagram of the150-bus synthetic system; the green lines are
500 kV and the blue lines are 230 kV.

Fig. 3. The effect of GICs on the voltage profile of the 150-bus system.

B. 150-Bus Synthetic System

The next system to study is the medium-size 150-bus syn-

thetic system in [28], [29] with the one-line diagram illustrated

in Fig. 2. The green lines in the one-line diagram are 500 kV and

the blue lines are 230 kV. This case is entirely synthetic, built

from the public load/generation data of the Tennessee region

and a statistical analysis of real power systems.

An electric field with 8v/km magnitude and 26◦ N orientation

is enforced to the system. Again, the motivation for choosing

this orientation is that it provides the highest GICs. The GIC

flow is solved and the resulting GIC-saturated loss is calculated.

Fig. 3 shows the effect of GICs on the voltage profile. The system

experiences reactive power shortage due to the GIC-saturated

loss and the voltage at most of the PQ buses falls below the

permissible value, i.e., 0.95 pu.

The line selection algorithm is utilized to minimize the loss.

Fig. 4 illustrates the performance of the algorithm using two

approaches: 1) using TLODFs as the criterion to select the best

line, 2) using a combination of TLODFs and ac line flows as

proposed in (16). Both approaches reduce the total loss as more

lines are opened. The total loss is lower when only TLODFs are

considered. However, the algorithm terminates at the seventh

iteration since no other action with power flow solution can be

found beyond that point. Including the ac line flows in the al-

gorithm results in larger loss in each iteration, yet the algorithm

can proceed up to the 21st iteration while still providing a fea-

sible solution. The final solution obtained at the last iteration of

this approach has a lower loss than the one obtained from the

last step of the first approach which includes only TLODFs.

The violation index in (17) is used to compare the security

of the system under the two scenarios as shows in Fig. 5. The

Fig. 4. Total GIC-saturated reactive power loss in terms of the number of
opened lines using the proposed line switching algorithm.

Fig. 5. The impact of incorporating the ac analysis on the violation index.

violation index is lower when ac line flows are integrated in the

selection process. This suggests incorporating the ac analysis

in GMD mitigation for improved performance. Note that in the

second scenario with the ac flows included, the violation index

increases significantly when the number of opened lines exceeds

14. The algorithm may be terminated at this point (no more lines

are opened) if the user decides that the resulting violation index

is unsatisfactory and the system security is compromised, i.e.,

the violation index can serve as a termination criterion to ensure

system security.

The GIC-saturated loss in the individual transformers before

and after utilizing the line switching algorithm is illustrated in

Fig. 6. The algorithm reduces the losses significantly in most of

the transformers. The losses remain unchanged or even slightly

increased for few of the transformers. Developing techniques to

restrict the losses in each transformer as opposed to the mini-

mizing the overall loss will be an interesting future study.

C. A 2000-Bus Synthetic System

The last system to study is a 2000-bus synthetic system with

the one-line diagram shown in Fig. 7 [29], [30]. The system has

eight geographic areas which are color-coded in the one-line

diagram; red lines are 345 kV and black lines are 115 kV.

An electric field with 8v/km magnitude and 91◦ N orientation

(the direction with highest GICs) is enforced to the system. The
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Fig. 6. GIC-saturated loss in the individual transformers before and after
utilizing the topology control.

Fig. 7. One-line diagram of the 2000-bus synthetic system. (a) Eight geo-
graphic areas are color-coded. (b) Red lines are 345 kV and black lines are
115 kV.

GIC-saturated loss is calculated and the line selection algorithm

is applied to find the best switching strategy. The system is large

with 3024 lines and it is important to reduce the computational

complexity using the technique presented in Section IV-A. Three

scenarios are considered:

A) All the lines are considered and the full TLODF matrix

is updated in each iteration.

B) 100 critical lines are selected and the full TLODF matrix

is not updated (C = 100, U is not defined).

C) 100 critical lines are selected and the full TLODF matrix

is updated after every 40 iterations (C = 100, U = 40).

Fig. 8 illustrates the total loss in terms of the number of opened

lines for the three scenarios. AC analysis is not incorporated in

this study and TLODFs are the only criteria for the line selection.

It is assumed that maximum 80 lines can be opened (opening

Fig. 8. Effect of the TLODF update frequency on the performance of the
algorithm for the 2000-bus synthetic system.

TABLE III
ANALYZING THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHM

EXCLUDING THE AC ANALYSIS

Scenario Running Total Running time
Time (s) Loss (pu) Calculation

No Action − 129.6 −
A) Updated TLODFs 851 87.23 (L + ML)T
B) Constant TLODFs 36.35 92.5 (L + MC)T
C) Partially Updated
TLODFs (40
iteration)

56.32 86.87 (2L + MC)T

D) Exhaustive Search 4.7e + 156∗ NA∗
(

L
M

)

T

L = 3024 , M = 80 , C = 100 , T � 0.0035 s

∗ Exhaustive Search is not performed and the running time is estimated.

more lines deteriorates the system security as will be shown

later on). It is observed that using constant TLODFs (scenario B)

provides the same loss as updated TLODFs (Scenario A) when

the number of opened lines is smaller than 40 and start to diverge

afterwards. Hence, it is reasonable to recalculate the TLODFs

and update the list of critical lines after each 40 iterations, i.e.,

U = 40 (scenario C).

Table III presents the running time and the resulting GIC-

saturated loss of the three scenarios. In this study, ac power flow

is not solved in any of the iterations to reduce the running time

and the bus voltages of the base case is used in (17) to calculated

the GIC flows. Performance of the algorithm incorporating the

ac analysis is presented later on. For reference, the estimated

running time of the exhaustive search is also presented in the

table. Note that the exhaustive search is not implementable on

this large system as it requires iterating through
(

L
M

)

=
(

3024
80

)

=
1.3613e + 159 combinations of selecting 80 lines among 3024

lines. It is observed that the scenario with the partially updated

TLODFs provides the same performance as the one with the

updated TLODFs while its running time is much lower. This

scenario is used in all the later studies throughout the paper due

to its better performance.

Next, the AC analysis is incorporated into the algorithm as

proposed in Section IV-B to ensure system security. Table IV

presents the impact of incorporating ac analysis on the running

time. Maximum opened lines is assumed to be 80. Recall that

the selection criterion takes ac flows as input and the ac power
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TABLE IV
ANALYZING THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHM

INCORPORATING THE AC ANALYSIS

Scenario Running Time (s) Total Loss (pu)

No Action − 129.6
1) No AC Analysis 56.32 86.87
2) Updated AC Flows 181.31 95.16
3) Partially Updated ac 72.47 91.14
Flows (8 Iterations)

Fig. 9. Distribution of the bus voltage magnitudes at different steps of the
algorithm when ac analysis is incorporated.

flow is solved at each iteration to update them. Updating the ac

flows after several iterations as opposed to every single iteration

can reduce the running time associated with solving power flow

while still providing satisfactory performance (Third scenario

in the table).

Incorporating the ac flows into the line selection improves

the voltage profile and contributes to system security. Fig. 9

shows the box plot of the bus voltages depicting their maximum,

minimum and the quartiles at different steps of the algorithm

(the results for every eight iterations are presented in the figure

for better clarity and conciseness). The circles in the figure are

the suspected outliers whose values deviate from the quartiles by

more than 150% of the interquantile range (IQR). It is observed

that the bus voltages remain within the permissible range up to

the 40th iteration. As more lines are opened, the voltage at some

of the buses drops to 0.85 which may cause voltage instability.

Fig. 10 illustrates the advantage of using the ac line flows

as part of the line selection criteria in maintaining the system

security. The voltage violation index in (17) is calculated under

two scenarios: 1) using TLODF as the selection criteria , 2)

using the combination of TLODFs and ac line flows. The voltage

security is maintained up to the 48th iteration when the ac line

flows are incorporated whereas it starts to deteriorate at the 25th

iteration without them. The algorithm may be terminated at the

25th iteration in the first scenario or the 48th iteration in the

second scenario if the user decides that the violation index is

unacceptable and the system security is compromised.

Next, the impact of the proposed line switching on the line

MW flows is studied. Fig. 11 illustrates the maximum MW line

Fig. 10. The impact of incorporating the ac analysis on the voltage violation
index.

Fig. 11. The advantage of incorporating the ac flows in satisfying the line
flow limits.

loadings (ratio of the MW flow to the MW limit) among all the

lines in the network. All the line flows are below the limit when

the ac flows are part of the selection criteria whereas the lines

start to overload after the 11th iteration when only the TLODFs

are considered in the selection process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel line switching algorithm is developed

to mitigate the negative impacts of GMDs. The algorithm mini-

mizes the GIC-saturated reactive power loss based on TLODFs

(counterparts of LODFs in GIC analysis). Some aspects of the ac

analysis are considered to provide sufficient ac-related security

measures. The computational complexity of the algorithm is an-

alyzed and heuristics are utilized to reduce its running time for

large-system applications. The algorithm performance is evalu-

ated through numerical results using the small 20-bus system,

the medium-size 150-bus synthetic case and the large 2000-bus

system. The main observations are as follows:

1) Considering the ac line flows as an additional criterion for

selecting the best lines improves the overall performance

in terms of ac and dc power flow solutions.

2) The optimality of the proposed strategy was evaluated by

comparing it with the exhaustive search in the small 20-

bus system. The numerical results indicate that while the
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algorithm does not find the optimal solution, it gets very

close to it (finds the second best solution).

3) The heuristics used for fast computation are evaluated

through case studies on the 2000-bus synthetic system. It

was observed that that the running time of the proposed

algorithm can be reduced significantly without compro-

mising its performance.

The paper suggests several directions for future research.

First, the proposed algorithm minimizes the total loss in the

system, but does not impose any limit on the loss of individual

transformers. The algorithm can be further refined to restrict

the losses in each transformer while minimizing the total loss.

Second, the proposed violation index serves as a final security

check after the line switching is obtained, but does not provide

any solution when the resulting security is unsatisfactory. Future

research tends to address this by integrating the violation index

into the line selection process to ensure voltage security of the

resulting action. Last, this paper focuses on line switching as

the remedial action. This framework can be extended to other

types of actions such as shunt capacitor switching and neutral

blocking devices in future research.
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